VERIGIN FAMILY HEIRLOOMS

A display of Doukhobor heritage fabric and textile heirlooms belonging to the Verigin family was featured at a public exhibition at the Brilliant Cultural Centre on October 15, 2006.

The collection of textiles, many of which date back to the first half of the 20th Century, were originally gifted to members of the Verigin family. The Cultural Interpretive Society is grateful to Laura Verigin, the “keeper” of these family heirlooms, for sharing these beautiful artifacts and enhancing our appreciation of the artistic talent of our ancestors.
The Verigins

Peter Vasilyevich Verigin - “Lordly” - Петр Васильевич Веригин - “Гостеприимный”
Leader of the Doukhobors at the time of migration to Canada in 1899 (1859 - October 29, 1924)

Evdokiya Grigoriyevna Verigin* - Евдокия Григорьевна Веригина
Wife of Peter V. Verigin (Died on November 19, 1941 at age 80.)

Peter Petrovich Verigin - “Chistiakov” - Петр Петрович Веригин - “Чистяков”
Son of Peter V. and Evdokiya G. Verigin (1881 - February 11, 1939)

Anna Fyodorovna Verigin* - Анна Фёдоровна Веригина
Wife of Peter P. Verigin (Died on November 22, 1940 at age 55.)

Anna Petrovna Markova - Анна Петровна Маркова
Daughter of Peter P. and Anna F. Verigin (Jan. 1, 1902 - Sept. 13, 1978)

John J. Verigin - Honorary Chairman of the USCC - Иван Иванович Веригин
Son of Anna Petrovna Markova and Ivan Semyonovich Voykin (December 6, 1921 - October 26, 2008)
Laura P. Verigin - Лукерья Петровна Веригина
Wife of John J. Verigin (Birthdate - May 15, 1926)

** Evdokiya Grigoriyevna and Anna Fyodorovna are fondly referred to as “бабушки” or “grandmothers.”